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The maximum range of a projectile returning to the same height as the launch 
point occurs when it is launched at 45° degrees to the horizontal. 

  When an object is projected at an angle to the horizontal, the motion may be 
analyzed after the velocity is broken into vertical and horizontal components.

Forces come in pairs. Whenever a force is exerted on a mass b Fa bon( ), the mass 
b exerts an equal force in the opposite direction on the mass a – onFb a( ) . This is 
known as Newton’s third law.

Fa b b aon on= –( )F

The normal force is a force that acts perpendicular to a surface.

A free-body diagram is a sketch of all the forces acting on an object.

The force of friction ( )Ff equals the coefficient of friction ( )μ multiplied by the 
normal force( )FN . Friction is a force acting between two bodies in contact that 
resists the relative motion of those bodies. It always acts parallel to the surfaces 
in contact.

F Ff N= μ

The coefficient of friction ( )μ  is a dimensionless constant.

The coefficient of static friction ( )μS on an inclined plane equals the tangent of 
the angle the plane makes with the horizontal (tan )θ . 

μ θS tan=

An object’s kinetic energy ( )KE is proportional to the object’s mass ( )m multiplied 
by its velocity squared( )v2 . Kinetic energy is an object’s energy of motion.

KE mv= 1
2

2

Gravitational potential energy ( )GPE  is proportional to an object’s mass ( )m
multiplied by its vertical height above Earth ( )Δh and the acceleration due to gravity
( )g . Gravitational potential energy is energy due to an object’s vertical position above 
Earth’s surface.

GPE mg h= Δ
 

Elastic potential energy ( )EPE is proportional to the spring constant of the material 
( )k multiplied by the material’s change in length ( )x squared. Elastic potential 
energy is energy stored in a material due to its compression or stretch. 

EPE kx= 1
2

2  

Work ( )W done on an object can increase its kinetic energy ( )ΔKE . When work 
is done on an object moving on a horizontal surface, the kinetic energy of the 
object increases.
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Work ( )W is the product of the force exerted on an object ( )F , and the displacement 
in the direction of the force ( )d . Work done on an object increases its energy and 
may change an object’s kinetic or potential energy.

W Fd=

The law of conservation of energy states that energy may change its forms, but 
not its amount. The total amount of energy remains the same during any changes 
in form.

Energy Energybefore after=
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